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Abstract

Using two-dimensional THz spectroscopy in combination with numerical models, we investigate

the dynamics linked to carrier multiplication caused by high-field THz excitation of the low-gap

semiconductor InSb. In addition to previously observed dynamics connected with quasi-ballistic

carrier dynamics, we observe other spectral and temporal features that we attribute to impact

ionization for peak fields above 60 kV/cm, which continue up to the maximum investigated peak

field of 430 kV/cm. At the highest fields we estimate a carrier multiplication factor greater than

10 due to impact ionization, which is well-reproduced by a numerical simulation of the impact

ionization process which we have developed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of new radiation sources and detectors in the terahertz (THz) frequency

range, a previously under-explored region of the electromagnetic spectrum between 0.3 THz

and 30 THz [1, 2], has paved the way for new possibilities to investigate solid-state systems

on timescales of a few picoseconds. The development of intense single-cycle THz sources

and their use in ultrafast terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz TDS) have offered a

powerful approach to study the properties of semiconductors in different physical regimes

relevant to a number of scientific and technological fields. Intense THz electric fields have

been used to excite and investigate different transport effects in semiconductors, for example

ballistic electron acceleration in GaAs and InGaAs [3, 4], interband tunneling in GaAs [5],

as well as impact ionization and intervalley scattering in semiconductors with direct and

indirect energy bandgaps [6, 7], including InSb [8, 9].

In recent years, two-dimensional terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (2D THz TDS)

has emerged as a variant of the basic TDS technique which is able to study the nonlinear

electronic dynamics of crystalline materials [10]. It has been applied to the study of diverse

phenomena such as electron- phonon coupling in GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells [11], two-

phonon coherence in InSb [12]. and soft modes in ferroelectrics [13].

Here we consider applications of 2D THz TDS to the study of nonlinear carrier dynamics

in InSb. InSb is typical of a broad class of III-V low-bandgap semiconductors, and has
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become central to a number of technological applications, such as fast photodetectors [14, 15]

and high-speed electronic devices with low-power consumption [16–18]. The material is

characterized by a strong spin-orbit coupling, large bulk electron mobility [19, 20], and a

very small electron effective mass [21]. Due to these peculiar physical properties, InSb has

become a prototypical material for the study of fundamental transport and optical effects

in narrow-bandgap semiconductors, and a promising platform for novel applications in a

wide range of fields, such as spintronics [22], magneto-plasmonics [23] and superconducting

devices [24, 25].

Recently, 2D THz TDS has been used to investigate the low-field ballistic electronic

transport regime in InSb and its coupling to the lattice excitations, reconstructing the local

curvature of the conduction band in detail [26]. In this regime (peak fields below 60 kV/cm)

the dynamics are accurately modeled by assuming the electrons are driven coherently and

ballistically by the oscillating THz fields. In this work, we report a new investigation of

the ultrafast nonlinear response of bulk InSb at room temperature with 2D THz TDS ex-

periments with THz pump peak fields ranging between 60 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm. In this

regime 2D THz spectra indicate the onset of carrier multiplication processes such as impact

ionization and interband tunneling. We observe a significant broadening and shift of the

plasma resonance, which we argue can be identified as a spectral fingerprint of the THz-

driven increase of the conduction band population becoming up to 70 times larger than its

equilibrium value. The experimental nonlinear traces are analyzed in detail in both time

and frequency domains, highlighting the relevant timescales of carrier multiplication and its

effect on the material reflectivity.

We compare these data with the results of a numerical simulation where we solve

Maxwell’s equations taking into account the effects of both impact ionization and bal-

listic carrier transport. This hybrid model predicts the increase of the intensity and the

broadening of the plasma spectral peak for high THz pump levels, in very good agreement

with the measured 2D nonlinear spectra. Moreover, the calculated increase in the electron

population is compatible with the values retrieved from the experimental data, indicating

that the hybrid simulation gives a reasonable description of the material response.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Our 2D THz spectroscopy setup employs two independent THz pump and THz probe

pulses generated from an amplified femtosecond laser [26]. A Ti:Sapphire amplifier operating

at 800 nm with repetition rate of 1 kHz and 100-fs pulse duration is used to seed two optical

parametric amplifiers (OPAs). The signal outputs of the two OPAs are independently tuned

to emit at wavelengths of 1.3 µm and 1.5 µm with energies of 0.8 mJ/pulse and 1.2 mJ/pulse,

respectively.

We use the 1.3 µm-beam to generate broadband THz pulses using the “air-plasma”

method [27]. This involves focusing the beam with an off-axis parabolic mirror of focal

length f = 8 cm through a BBO crystal that is type-I phase matched for second-harmonic

generation to a focal point in ambient air. The resulting two-color interaction with the

air plasma results in a broadband THz pulse with a typical peak field intensity up to 100

kV/cm and broadband spectrum extending over the range 1-12 THz. The 1.5 µm-beam is

used to pump a DSTMS organic crystal, where optical rectification (OR) induces single-cycle

THz pulse generation [28] with peak intensities up to 450 kV/cm and a relatively narrow

bandwidth covering the frequency interval between 1.5 and 4.5 THz. The polarization of

the air-plasma THz field is horizontal, whereas the OR-generated THz field is vertically

polarized. In our 2D THz THD system the narrow-band OR-generated THz field is used

as a high-intensity pump to excite the sample out of equilibrium, while the broadband air-

plasma-generated THz pulse probes the broadband response of the system, with a focused

peak field amplitude typically 2 to 10 times weaker than that of the pump.

The two cross-polarized THz beams are brought onto the sample using a combining wire-

grid polarizer (WG), that reflects the THz pump and transmits the THz probe beams. After

both beams reflect from the sample, the same WG lets the reflected probe beam through,

while filtering out the reflection of the vertically polarized THz pump beam. The reflected

probe signal is then refocused into an Air-Biased Coherent Detection (ABCD) system, which

measures a projection of the time-dependent electric field at the center of the reflected

beam [29]. This broadband, phase-resolved detection scheme uses an infrared detection

beam, obtained by sampling a portion of the 1.3 µm-beam with a 90-10 beamsplitter, to

characterize the reflected THz pulse from the sample.

The ABCD data acquisition architecture is based on a hardware solution that chops
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the THz probe beam at 500 Hz and the THz pump beam at 250 Hz with fixed phase

relationship, while the polarity of the ABCD bias is switched at a frequency of 125 Hz [26].

The choppers alternately expose the sample to different combinations of THz-light exposure

(plasma-generated pulse only, OR pulse only, both pulses, and no pulses). The ABCD

setup measures a selected projection of the time-dependent electric field at the center of the

reflected beams from each of these combinations: the plasma-generated probe pulse E ′probe(t),

the OR-generated pump E ′pump(t), the superposition of both temporal signals E ′pump+probe(t),

as well as the background signal with all fields blocked. The projection axis of the ABCD

is aligned to the polarization of the plasma-generated THz field. The pump-probe delay τ

between the two independent THz beams and the detection delay t between the THz pulses

and the infrared detection beam can be independently controlled. Here we define τ as the

time difference between the arrival of the maximum field of the two pulses at the sample,

with positive values indicating that the pump arrives first. The time t = 0 is similarly

defined as the time when the ABCD sampling pulse is coincident with the maximum of

the probe pulse. For our 2D measurement in reflection mode, we define the “nonlinear”

component of the field response as

E ′NL(t, τ) = E ′pump+probe(t, τ)− E ′pump(t, τ)− E ′probe(t, τ). (1)

To calibrate the absolute THz peak field amplitudes at the sample position we use electro-

optic sampling in a 100 µm-thick GaP crystal placed at the sample position. In order to

investigate the high-field effects in the semiconductor sample, we control the incident THz

pump intensity with a pair of WG polarizer on the path of the OR-generated beam before

the sample. The first WG is set at an angle θ with respect to the vertical, whereas the second

polarizer is set to pass vertically polarized light. The transmitted field is then nominally

attenuated to cos2 θ of the OR-generated field, with the actual field amplitude directly

measured by electro-optic sampling at the sample location. In this way THz pump peak

field amplitudes are varied in the range between 60 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm, while keeping

the THz probe fixed to a lower peak field value of 40 kV/cm.

In order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements, the TDS setup is

enclosed in a nitrogen-purged box encompassing the THz beam paths, so that the relative

humidity is kept below 1.8% and absorption due to water molecules and other THz-active

chemicals is strongly reduced.
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FIG. 1. 2D time traces and 1D nonlinear probe spectra. a) Nonlinear signal E′NL(t, τ) reflected from

InSb measured with cross- polarized THz probe Eprobe and THz pump Epump fields, along (010)

and (001), respectively. The nonlinear 2D temporal trace is reported as a function of detection

delay t and pump-probe delay τ , with a colormap renormalized to the maximum of the 2D temporal

trace of Eprobe. The nonlinear signal is measured for peak field amplitudes Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm

and Epump, max = 430 kV/cm in a nitrogen-purged atmosphere. b) Plot of the probe spectrum

alone (black) and the nonlinear probe spectrum at fixed pump-probe delay τ = 0.5 ps for THz

pump amplitudes of 60 kV/cm (red), 240 kV/cm (blue) and 430 kV/cm (green).

III. RESULTS

Using our 2D THz TDS setup, we investigate the nonlinear signal reflected from a bulk

InSb sample, nominally undoped and kept at room temperature. The 350 µm-thick sample

is oriented with its (100)-cut surface normal to both incident THz pulses. The polarization

of the probe air-plasma pulse is along the [010] direction. The optical-rectification-generated

pump is oriented along [001].

Fig. 1a reports the 2D temporal trace of the reflected nonlinear signal E ′NL for a pump

peak field of 430 kV/cm and a probe peak field of 40 kV/cm. The nonlinear response is

measured for pump-probe delays τ in the range between -2 ps and 3.35 ps, and for detection

delays t between −0.3 ps and 1.55 ps, with time-steps of ∆τ = 66 fs and ∆t = 16 fs. The

2D trace shows a strong modulation of the nonlinear field along the detection time axis,

with alternating sign and a maximum modulation up to ±30% of the plasma field maximum

amplitude. Sharp features at t = 0 ps, 0.22 ps and 0.45 ps indicate that the high pump

intensity excites a fast temporal response from the material, which in turn corresponds to
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a stronger spectral density of the high-frequency components of E ′NL. This enhancement of

the higher frequency components in the material response increases with the applied THz

pump peak field, and can be quantified by examining the spectra after the excitation pulse

at a fixed pump-probe delay of τ = 0.5 ps. To show more clearly this effect we define the

“nonlinear probe signal”

E ′NL probe(t, τ) = E ′pump+probe(t, τ)− E ′pump(t, τ). (2)

Fig. 1b shows the one-dimensional Fourier transform of E ′NL probe(t, τ) with respect to

detection time τ for a fixed pump-probe delay τ = 0.5 ps in comparison to the corresponding

Fourier transform of the reflected plasma-generated electric field alone E ′probe(t, τ = 0.5 ps),

highlighting the difference between the excited material response and its unpumped response.

These comparisons are shown for a THz probe peak field of 40 kV/cm and THz pump

peak fields of 60 kV/cm, 240 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm. One general trend is a pump-field

dependent red-shift of the plasma edge at 2 THz, which manifests in the spectrum as a

sharp minimum in the spectral density. At the highest pump peak field this red-shift is

approximately 20%. This is accompanied by a broadband increase in the spectral density

between 2.5 and 6 THz. Indeed, the increase of the high-frequency components for high

THz pump amplitudes extends even beyond the LO phonon resonance at 5.7 THz, which

also undergoes an intensity attenuation with increasing pump field.

The full 2D TDS traces of the nonlinear signal can be analyzed by performing a direct

two-dimensional Fourier transform, so that the modulations of E ′NL(t, τ) as functions of

the pump-probe and detection delays are mapped in their distinct peaks in 2D spectra

E ′NL(νt, ντ ). Fig. 2a shows such a two-dimensional spectrum of the nonlinear signal, in the

case of lowest THz pump peak field intensity (60 kV/cm). The intensity scale is normalized

such that a value of 100% corresponds to the maximum value of the amplitude of the 2D

Fourier transform of E ′probe(t, τ). In this regime, the spectrum reveals a well-defined peak at

(νt, ντ ) = (2 THz, 0 THz) with an amplitude of 10%. Figs. 2b and 2c report the 2D spectra

for THz pump peak fields of 240 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm, where the plasma peak intensity

increases to 40% and 50%, respectively. Besides this, an enhancement of the nonlinear

spectrum along the horizontal line ντ = 0 THz is visible in the range between νt = 2 THz

and νt = 10 THz, with a peak clearly appearing at (νt, ντ ) = (6 THz, 0 THz) with a relative

intensity up to 11% for the maximum THz pump peak of 430 kV/cm. For this peak the
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FIG. 2. Simulated and experimental 2D spectra a) Experimental 2D nonlinear spectrum obtained

from the Fourier transform of the experimental E′NL(t, τ) as a function of detection frequency νt and

excitation frequency ντ . The color scale is normalized to the maximum of the 2D spectrum of the

probe field Eprobe. This 2D spectrum is obtained with peak field intensities Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm

and Epump, max = 60 kV/cm, with the same reflection configuration for cross-polarized THz pump

and probe. b) Experimental 2D nonlinear spectrum retrieved for Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm and

Epump, max = 240 kV/cm. c) Experimental 2D nonlinear spectrum retrieved for Eprobe, max =

40 kV/cm and Epump, max = 430 kV/cm. d) Simulated 2D nonlinear spectrum obtained with

cross-polarized THz probe Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm and THz pump Epump, max = 60 kV/cm,

implemented using a hybrid quasi-ballistic finite-difference time domain (FDTD) algorithm that

includes equations for the impact ionization mechanism in the semiconductor InSb. The color values

are normalizes to the maximum of the 2D spectrum of the probe field Eprobe. e) Simulation of

the 2D nonlinear spectrum calculated with Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm and Epump, max = 240 kV/cm.

f) Computed 2D nonlinear spectrum for Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm and highest THz pump field

Epump, max = 430 kV/cm, as used in the experiment.

value of νt is very close to that of the LO phonon frequency (5.7 THz).

Qualitatively, the 2D nonlinear signal shows that increasing levels of the THz pump

induce a larger broadband modification of the reflectivity spectrum, with an enhanced spec-

tral density immediately above the plasma edge that extends towards the high-frequency
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sensitivity limit of our ABCD system.

IV. SIMULATION

In order to further interpret the experimental results retrieved with these 2D THz TDS

experiments, we developed a finite difference time-domain (FDTD) model of the interaction

of the THz pump and probe pulses with the bulk InSb sample to solve Maxwell’s equations

in the system [30, 31]. We consider the two cross-polarized THz pulses propagating along

the z-direction through the thick sample, with the electronic response of InSb described by

a two-dimensional electronic band structure in the x-y plane. For low THz pump fields,

the electronic response can be studied in the framework of ballistic motion, with a coherent

wave packet driven by the applied THz electric field [26]. In this limit, the equation of

motion for the carriers driven by the THz pulse is solved for the in-plane components of

the electron wavevector (kx, ky), and the corresponding electron energy is retrieved from the

band structure, obtained from a tight-binding model.

This picture changes significantly when higher THz pump pulses are applied. In this

case, the strong THz OR pump pulse accelerates the conduction electrons to kinetic energies

larger than the energy bandgap, which is εg = 170 meV in room-temperature InSb. While

the small energy of THz photons cannot induce direct optical transitions via single-photon

processes even in such a low-bandgap semiconductor, the THz-driven electrons reach kinetic

energies large enough to induce nonlinear carrier generation and recombination effects [32,

33], sometimes associated with inter-band scattering processes that can significantly alter the

electron concentration and motion.[34] Other experimental works have demonstrated that

THz pulses can activate the impact ionization mechanism at temperatures below 260 K, with

an electron population increase that strongly depends on the THz pump pulse duration and

intensity [8, 9].

We expect impact ionization to have a dominant role in the electronic response of InSb

when the average carrier kinetic energy becomes larger than the characteristic threshold

energy εth = εg. In this condition, the scattering between accelerated carriers inside the

material can promote electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. In a single

scattering event, a high-energy conduction electron loses a part of its kinetic energy to

create an electron-hole pair. This process can then repeat itself with the new carriers,
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causing an exponential increase in carrier density as long as the transient THz pulse is

sufficient to drive the newly created carriers to kinetic energies above εth. An in-depth

statistical analysis of such process can be performed with Monte Carlo simulations [33, 34],

where a large number of single scattering events are simulated to average over all possible

combinations of final carrier energies and momenta, and over all carriers in the different

bands. An integration of such method using FDTD to reconstruct the propagation of the

THz electromagnetic wave in the material in presence of impact ionization would require a

time-consuming iteration of Monte Carlo simulations at each time step, with the updated

conditions of the electron energy and momentum. This would severely limit the speed of the

otherwise rapid FDTD algorithms and likely prove impractical for our purposes. We instead

here apply an alternative and efficient FDTD approach based on an approximated treatment

of the impact ionization effects, allowing a fast computation of the electromagnetic fields

propagating in the InSb sample, as well as the fields reflected by the material.

We consider a one-dimensional spatial mesh along the pulse propagation direction z,

where our material thickness d is divided into discrete segments with length ∆z = 0.6µm,

surrounded by air layers, while the detection time domain t is discretized in steps of duration

∆t = 1.0 fs. We define z = 0 as the initial air-material interface, and set at a boundary

condition there a value of the electric field ETHz(0, t) = Epump+probe(t, τ) the superposition

of the incident OR-generated and plasma-generated THz fields, separated in time by a fixed

pump- probe delay τ . The electric field at z > 0 and t = 0 is set to zero. We proceed

to solve Maxwell’s equations in the time domain as described in Ref. 26, setting the initial

condition of zero fields in the bulk and using the displacement field

D(z, t) = ε0ε∞ETHz(z, t) + Pph(z, t) + Pe(z, t) (3)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ε∞ = 15.78 is the background dielectric constant

as determined from an analysis of independent linear THz TDS measurements [26], ETHz is

the driving field, Pph is the polarization density due to the lowest-frequency infrared-active

vibrational mode while Pe is the electronic polarization density arising from free carriers.

We determine Pph(z, t) via the auxiliary partial differential equation

∂2Pph

∂t2
+

1

τph

∂Pph

∂t
+ 4π2ν2TOPph = 4π2ε∞(ν2LO − ν2TO)ETHz (4)

for the initial condition Pph(z, 0) = 0. Here we take νTO = 5.34 THz, νLO = 5.70 THz, and

τph = 0.26 ps, values determined from linear THz TDS measurements [26].
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Next we discuss how to determine the free carrier contribution Pe(z, t) to the polarization

density. InSb has a 0.17 eV direct band gap at the Γ point [21]. There is a single lowest

energy conduction band, and two highest-energy valence bands that are degenerate at Γ [35].

One of the valence bands has a much higher hole effective mass (by a factor of about 40)

than either the conduction band or the other valence band. Due to this high effective mass,

in thermal equilibrium the hole population of the heavy-hole band is much higher than that

of the light-hole band. Similarly, the main channel for impact ionization is the ionization of

heavy holes from collisions with highly energetic conduction band electrons [36]. For these

reasons we neglect the light-hole band in our analysis, and identify the main contributions

to Pe(z, t) to come from the dynamics of electrons in the conduction band that occasionally

lose energy via ionization of heavy-hole-band electrons. The very large effective mass of

the heavy holes relative to the conduction electrons makes it possible to neglect their direct

contribution to Pe(z, t).

To model the dynamics of the conduction electrons and their contribution to the polar-

ization density, we employ a simplified model similar to that used in Houver et al. [26] but

with modifications to include the effects of carrier multiplication due to impact ionization.

Rather than attempt to model a statistical distribution of such electrons at a particular

depth z and time t, we instead approximate them as a wavepacket consisting of a local

density of N(z, t) electrons all with an identical crystal momentum ~k(z, t). The energy

per electron ε(z, t) is then determined by the conduction band dispersion. We assume the

electrons obey a classical equation of motion of the form

~
∂k

∂t
+

~
τε
k− Fimp(k) = −eETHz (5)

where 1/τε is an intrinsic damping rate determined by the electron energy relaxation time

τε = 5 ps in the absence of impact ionization[9], e is the elementary charge, and Fimp(k)

is an effective damping force associated with impact ionization scattering processes, whose

explicit form will be derived below. We set the initial condition k(z, 0) = 0, which means

the electron wavepacket is initially at the bottom of the conduction band at the Γ point.

The time-domain polarization density Pe is then determined by

∂Pe

∂t
= −eNv (6)

where N is the density of conduction-band electrons and v = ∇kε/~ is the group velocity of

the electrons. As initial conditions we set Pe(z, 0) = 0.
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We next need to find a way to determine the carrier density N(z,t), which here is explicitly

time-dependent to allow for carrier multiplication. Here we will consider only impact ion-

ization as a mechanism for carrier multiplication. Impact ionization is a process that occurs

when the kinetic energy of a carrier exceeds the minimum energy εth = 0.17 eV required to

create an electron-hole pair, resulting in an increase in carrier density and a decrease in the

average kinetic energy of the carriers. This leads to an increase in the carrier density N(z, t)

which can be modeled in InSb as [9, 32]

∂N

∂t
= (ε− εth)θ(ε− εth)CN (7)

where θ(ε − εth) is zero when ε < εth and is otherwise unity, and C = 1.8 × 1013 eV2s−1

is a material-specific constant computed from the matrix elements of the impact ionization

cross section for the case of a parabolic band system.[32] For our simulations we assume

an initial value of N(z, 0) = N0 = 9.2 × 1015 cm−3, as obtained from linear THz TDS

measurements [26].

Concomitant with the increase in carrier density is a decrease in the average energy of the

electrons in the conduction band. To leading order this leads to an energy loss contribution(
∂ε

∂t

)
imp

= −ε− εth
N

∂N

∂t
(8)

In order to find a suitable form of Fimp in Eq. 5, we approximate the dispersion of the

conduction band using an analytical formula for the energy dispersion near the Γ valley of

the conduction band based on the effective mass approximation:

(1 + αε)ε =
~2

2m∗
|k|2 (9)

where α = 4.1 eV−1 [37] and the effective mass m∗ = 0.0159me, and me is the mass of a free

electron. Using this in combination with Eq. 8 yields

Fimp = ~
(
∂k

∂t

)
imp

= −~
2

(1 + 2αε)(ε− εth)3

(1 + αε)ε
θ(ε− εth)Ck (10)

where we also assume that, on average, impact ionization leads to an isotropic redistribution

of carrier momentum.

As is apparent from our Eq. 5, the time evolution of the carrier momentum and the

associated kinetic energy in our model is controlled by two competing mechanisms: the

acceleration of the conduction electron wavepacket by the THz electrical field, and the loss
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of kinetic energy due to repeated impact ionization scattering events promoting new electrons

in the conduction band. Therefore, the carrier energy ε can repeatedly exceed and then fall

below the threshold value εth while the THz pump pulse propagates, depending on its peak

amplitude and temporal shape, in analogy with the approach used in other semiconductors

like GaAs [38]. Alternative models for impact ionization describe the THz-driven change in

the carrier energy as a step-like change with magnitude equal to the ponderomotive energy [9]

of the THz pump pulse at time t = 0, followed by a subsequent monotonic decay according

to Eq. 7. By their nature these “step-like” models cannot resolve carrier multiplication

effects that are extended over the duration of the pulse and are thus not appropriate for our

experiment.

After the THz pulse field vanishes and the carrier energy becomes again lower than εth,

impact ionization comes to an end, letting us retrieve the final carrier concentration in all

the material slices. To estimate the simulated final carrier multiplication, we average the

conduction band density profile N(0, t) over the range 0.4 ps < t < 0.7 ps to obtain 〈N(0, t)〉

and define the carrier multiplication factor

Fsim =
〈N(0, t)〉
N0

(11)

where N0 is the intrinsic free carrier population of the InSb sample at equilibrium. Con-

sidering separately the case when the sample is illuminated by the THz pump only, the

THz probe only and both of them with a pump-probe delay τ , we can simulate the system

response at the detection time t and retrieve the reflected nonlinear signal E ′NL(t, τ).

Figs. 2d, 2e and 2f illustrate the simulated 2D nonlinear spectra obtained for the different

THz pump intensities of 60 kV/cm, 240 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm respectively, with a fixed

THz probe peak field of 40 kV/cm. For the lowest pump field, Fig. 2d shows a strong peak

predicted at (νt, ντ ) = (2 THz, 0 THz) for the plasma resonance with relative nonlinear

intensity of 12% with respect to the probe spectral maximum, and a much less intense peak

at (νt, ντ ) = (6 THz, 0 THz) for the LO-phonon excitation. For the larger THz pump peak

field of 240 kV/cm shown in Fig. 2e, both these resonances are enhanced, with the plasma

peak increasing to a relative value of 37% and showing a broadening to higher frequencies

up to νt = 4 THz, in good qualitative agreement with the experimental data seen in Fig 2b.

At the maximum THz pump peak field of 430 kV/cm, Fig. 2f reports a nonlinear signal

of about 44% at the plasma resonance, very close to the experimental value of 43%, with
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detection time t, for a fixed pump-probe delay τ = 0.5 ps. The final multiplication factor of the
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impact ionization takes place only over a time window of about 500 fs. The horizontal dashed blue

line indicates the threshold energy for the impact ionization εth = 170 meV.

a significant broadening that overlaps with the phonon spectral peak and extends up to

νt = 8 THz.

An example of the computed evolution of the carrier concentration N(t) and average

carrier energy ε(t) is reported in Fig. 3 for a pump-probe delay of τ = 0.5 ps, with a THz

probe peak field of 40 kV/cm and a THz pump peak field of 430 kV/cm, with the electrons

initially at the Γ point. Impact ionization takes place during discrete time intervals when the

carrier kinetic energy is above the threshold value, leading to a final multiplication factor of

34. With this intense THz pump polarized along the reciprocal axis Γ→ X of the Brillouin

zone, the average kinetic energy reaches a maximum of 1.2 eV, larger than the local minima

of the L and X valleys, which are 0.68 eV and 1.0 eV respectively. While most of the electrons
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are still confined in the Γ valley, intervalley scattering could be possible in this high-pump

regime [34, 38], even if it is not implemented in the model. For an intermediate THz pump

level of 240 kV/cm, the carrier population grows by approximately 4 times once the THz

pump pulse has passed and excited them up to a kinetic energy of approximately 0.9 eV.

Conversely, the lowest THz pump amplitude of 60 kV/cm induces a carrier population

increase by only 1%, indicating a minimal contribution of impact ionization due to very

small oscillation of the electron wavepacket around the Γ point.

V. DISCUSSION

Besides these numerical calculations of the 2D nonlinear spectra, we take advantage of

the 2D THz TDS scheme to measure the evolution of the nonlinear spectra in the detection

frequency domain νt as a function of the variable pump-probe delays τ , in order to experi-

mentally evaluate the dynamics of the band population under high THz pump fields and its

timescales. We report the experimental results in Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, showing the associated

spectrograms for selected pump levels of 60 kV/cm, 240 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm, respec-

tively. We first note the variation in the intensity of the plasma resonance in the spectral

region labelled A, i.e. for 1.8 THz < νt < 2.2 THz, at τ > 0 ps for increasing strength of the

THz excitation. The lowest THz pump field induces an excitation of the plasma resonance

that has an intensity maximum shortly after τ = 0 ps, followed by a fast decay down by

40% around τ = 3.3 ps. This plasma peak intensity reduction with time can be fitted by

a decaying exponential, which provides a time constant of (3.7 ± 0.6) ps. Conversely, this

decay of the plasma peak intensity is not visible for higher THz pump fields, which actually

induce an almost stable nonlinear spectral response of InSb in the spectral range A after

τ > 0.5 ps. An intermediate THz pump level of 100 kV/cm induces a slower decay, with a

characteristic time of (10±1) ps, while for excitation pulses with peak field above 115 kV/cm

the traces are can be fitted with constant line in our measured range for τ > 0 ps.

The nonlinear spectrograms also reveal the progressive enhancement of the high-frequency

tail of the signal for later pump-probe delays and increasing THz pump peak fields. Besides

the increased spectral intensity near the 5.7 THz LO phonon frequency, the evolution of the

broadening of the plasma peak can be tracked in a frequency interval where no intrinsic res-

onances of InSb are present. Considering the detection frequency range B between 3.8 THz
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FIG. 4. a) Spectrogram showing the evolution of the nonlinear spectra along the detection

frequency, for different pump-probe delays τ = 0, for Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm and Epump, max = 60

kV/cm. The dashed rectangles identify the detection frequency ranges A (red) and B (black). b)

Nonlinear signal spectrogram retrieved with Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm and Epump, max = 240 kV/cm.

c) Nonlinear signal spectrogram retrieved with Eprobe, max = 40 kV/cm and Epump, max = 430

kV/cm. d) Evolution of the plasma peak intensity of the spectrograms as a function of τ for different

THz pump levels, obtained averaging the spectrogram intensity over the detection frequency range

A, between νt = 1.8 THz and νt = 2.2 THz. The vertical black line indicate time τ = 0 ps, while

the dashed black lines indicate the fit of the traces with either a decaying exponential function

(at 60 kV/cm) or constant lines (for 150 kV/cm and higher). e) Evolution of the intensity of the

spectrograms averaged in the detection frequency range B between νt = 3.8 THz and νt = 4.2 THz

as a function of τ for different THz pump levels in the range 60 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm

and 4.2 THz (see Fig. 4a), we can average the spectral intensity and retrieve its evolution

as a function of the pump-probe delay. Fig. 4e reports the time-dependence for THz pump

levels between 60 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm, showing remarkable differences with respect to the

behavior of the intensity of the plasma resonance at νt = 2 THz shown in Fig. 4d. While no

remarkable time evolution is present for the lowest THz pump intensity, the traces averaged

around νt = 4 THz at higher pump levels show two different features respectively around
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τ = 0 ps and for τ > 0.5 ps. The earliest feature appears as a sharp peak in correspondence

with the arrival of the THz pulse on the material, decreasing again within 0.3 ps after most

of the pulse energy has been delivered. Higher THz pump levels drive the reflected nonlinear

signal at 4 THz to grow again for pump-probe delays τ > 0.5 ps.

This temporal analysis of the high-frequency components around νt = 4 THz of the

nonlinear signal reveals the coexistence of two distinct dynamics over different timescales, in

agreement with reports on angle-resolved photoemission experiments done with a laser pump

energy of the order of 1 eV [39]. The faster dynamics between τ = 0 ps and τ = 0.3 ps

are associated to the THz pump-driven electron multiplication and acceleration in the Γ

valley of the conduction band, while the slower dynamics visible for τ > 0.5 ps correlates

with increasing contributions from intervalley scattering and thermalization of hot electrons.

Indeed, the associated long-term rise of the high-frequency tail is visible for THz pump peak

fields above 150 kV/cm, which according to our model accelerate the electrons in the Γ

valley to energies increasingly larger than 0.6 eV, enabling a growing intervalley scattering

with the L valley. It has been reported that, in turn, such hot electrons in the L valley

induce phonon-assisted impact ionization, further enhancing electron populations near the

minimum of the conduction band in the Γ valley [34, 38]. In the case of the largest THz

peak field of 430 kV/cm, the two regimes are not even clearly distinguishable due to a

temporal overlap of the fast and slow impact ionization regimes, most likely connected to

the very high energies reached by the electrons that rapidly enable a very efficient intervalley

scattering and a faster secondary impact ionization. This separate analysis of the evolution

in τ of the different spectral components around the plasma resonance (νt = 2 THz) and

in the high-frequency tail (for example, νt = 4 THz) for different THz pump levels allows

us to distinguish the fast impact ionization regime in the Γ valley and the contributions of

a slower impact ionization associated to a complex intervalley dynamics, active mainly for

THz peak intensities above 150 kV/cm.

In order to quantitatively assess the fast carrier multiplication effect in InSb from these

experimental data, we investigate more in detail the nonlinear response to directly retrieve

the carrier multiplication factor from the experimental measurements in different THz pump

conditions. To do this we focus on positive values of τ that are sufficiently large that the

overlap of the two THz pulses is minimal, but are also sufficiently small that the relaxation

of the carrier density back to equilibrium is negligible. Inspection of panels a,b and c of
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Fig. 4 suggests that an appropriate range of τ is between τa = 0.4 ps and τb = 0.7 ps.

We then assume that the weaker probe pulse interacts with the sample in a linear optics

approximation, with an isotropic reflectivity that is quasi-statically modified by the stronger

pump. In this approximation the frequency-dependent reflectivity at normal incidence is

rj(ν) =
1−

√
εj(ν)

1 +
√
εj(ν)

(12)

where the index j indicates the state of the material: j = 0 in equilibrium (with the OR

pump pulse blocked) and j = 1 for τa < τ < τb. Here the permittivity εj can be approximated

using a Drude-Lorentz model [26]

εj(ν) = ε∞

(
1 +

ν2LO − ν2TO

ν2LO − ν2 − i2πν/τph
−

ν2pl,j
ν2 + i2πν/τpl,j

)
(13)

where we assume that ε∞, νLO, νTO and τph are constants. In the Drude-Lorentz model the

carrier density is proportional to ν2ph,j (assuming constant effective mass), and so the carrier

multiplication factor can be estimated as

F =
ν2pl,1
ν2pl,0

. (14)

This implies that we can estimate the carrier multiplication factor F by measuring the value

of the excited-state plasma frequency νpl,1.

To extract a value of νph,1 from our data, we first define

E ′probe, exc(t) ≡
1

τb − τa

∫ τb

τa

E ′NL probe(t, τ)dτ (15)

as the average reflected nonlinear probe field over the interval τa < τ < τb. Let Ê ′plasma, exc(ν)

be the Fourier transform of E ′probe, exc(t). In our approximation of a quasi-equilibrium tran-

sient state and linear probe interaction,

Ê ′probe, exc(ν) = r1(ν)Êprobe(ν) (16)

and

Ê ′probe(ν) = r0(ν)Êprobe(ν). (17)

where Êprobe(ν) and Ê ′probe(ν) are the Fourier transforms of the plasma-generated probe

pulse electric field incident on and reflected from the sample, respectively. For fitting to the

experimental data we define the relative change in the magnitude of the probe spectrum as

η(ν) ≡
|Ê ′probe, exc(ν)| − |Ê ′probe(ν)|

|Ê ′probe(ν)|
=
|r1(ν)| − |r0(ν)|
|r0(ν)|

. (18)
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of the carrier multiplication factor F as function of the peak field of the OR-generated pump pulse,

as obtained from the fit of the experimental excited plasma frequency (blue circles) and from the

simulations (red squares).

Fig. 5a shows the behavior of η(ν) for various values of the peak Epump field, as well as fits

from the Drude-Lorentz model performed by optimizing the values of νph,j and τph,j. The are

marked features at and around 2 THz and 6 THz are reproduced by the model. As expected,

the parameters for the equilibrium free carriers νpl,0 and τpl,0 were highly consistent for all

data sets and give average values of νpl,0 = (1.97± 0.02) THz and τpl,0 = (1.2± 0.3) ps. The

fits shown in Fig. 5 have these equilibrium values fixed at these values for all data sets, but

with the quasi-equilibrium parameters still allowed to vary νpl,1 and τpl,1. The fitted carrier

relaxation time τpl,1 lies in the range 0.8 ps and 1.6 ps for THz peak fields below 200 kV/cm,

essentially equivalent to the equilibrium value. At higher fields the fitted scattering time

dramatically decreases, reaching a minimum of τpl,1 = 4 fs for the strongest THz pump

intensity. This is compatible with the timescales of intervalley scattering between the L and

Γ valleys as well as electron-hole recombination effects [39]. This suggests the coexistence

of impact ionization and inter-valley scattering for such high THz pump levels, which is

compatible with the electron kinetic energy computed with our simulations.

The fitted values of the excited-state plasma frequency νpl,1 can be directly converted

to estimates of the carrier multiplication factor F using Eq. 14. The results are shown in

Fig. 5b as a function of the THz pump peak field. At low pump fields (below 210 kV) the
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value of F is modest, increasing by a factor of less than 2. For higher fields the quality

of the fit is lower, leading to larger uncertainties in F but nonetheless trending to much

larger values, with a value of 70± 60 at the maximum field strength of 430 kV/cm. We can

compare these experimental results with the carrier concentration increase Fsim predicted

by the simulations, averaged over the same pump-probe delay interval. As shown in Fig 5b

(red dots), the simulated values Fsim are in good agreement with the experimental trend

for different THz pump levels. We can deduce from this that our simulation framework

provides a reasonable approximation of the InSb response in presence of significant THz-

driven fast impact ionization contributions for THz pump peak fields between 60 kV/cm

and 430 kV/cm.

Although the agreement here is limited by fit uncertainties, in principle our prediction of

F might be improved be relaxing some of the assumptions used in the simulation. According

to our model, conduction carriers accelerated by fields above 150 kV/cm fields in the Γ

valley have enough energy to undergo intervalley scattering to the L valley (600 meV), while

electron energies larger than 1 eV are reached for pump fields of 320 kV/cm and more,

enabling scattering to the X valley [34, 38]. This would also influence the electron energy

relaxation time τε, which was in our model kept constant for simplicity. These dynamic

effects could be accounted for with additional sets of coupled rate equations and Monte-

Carlo modeling, at the cost of increased computation complexity and time. Moreover, the

formula for the experimental assessment of the plasma frequency is based on the effective

mass approximation, which is not very accurate when the electrons populate regions of the

conduction band with strong non-parabolic features and valleys away from the Γ point.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown using 2D THz TDS that intense ultrafast THz pump pulses between

60 kV/cm and 430 kV/cm on InSb induce significant carrier multiplication within the first

picoseconds. Broadband THz probe pulses are sensitive not only to the resonances associ-

ated with the intrinsic plasma and phonon frequencies, but also to changes in the conduction

band population. We have also introduced a computationally efficient model for this inter-

action that reproduces the main features of the experiment, incorporating a macroscopic

treatment for impact ionization in addition to previously developed methods for treating
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ballistic transport.

More specifically, the simulated 2D nonlinear spectra show good agreement with the

experimental results, reporting comparable spectral intensity of the main plasma resonance

peak, up to 50% of the probe spectrum maximum for the largest THz pump peak field of

430 kV/cm. The model also predicts the enhancement of the high-frequency components of

the 2D nonlinear spectra, deriving from the modulation of the plasma frequency induced by

the different THz pump level. The analysis of the nonlinear spectra for different pump-probe

delays highlights the presence of two timescales in the InSb response evolution, associated

with fast impact ionization induced directly by the THz pump pulse and with an additional

slow impact ionization effect that becomes dominant for τ > 0.5 ps approximately.

Moreover, the increase of the conduction band population is quantitatively assessed from

the fit of the variation of the nonlinear reflection coefficient induced by the different THz

pump levels. We retrieve a maximum carrier multiplication factor > 10, in good agreement

with the fast impact ionization simulation, which further grows when considering later pump-

probe intervals with increasing contributions from the slow impact ionization.

Overall, the combination of our 2D THz experiments and the developed hybrid model

gives access to the relevant ultrafast timescales and magnitude of the impact ionization

process in InSb for a broad range of THz pump conditions. This detailed insight into the

ultrafast dynamics at the onset of impact ionization process helps to understand and predict

the operation conditions under which InSb-based devices can undergo a transition between

the purely ballistic transport and the carrier multiplication regime. Moreover, the pre-

sented numerical and experimental methods are a promising platform for the investigation

of highly nonlinear effects in the electron dynamics not only in conventional low-bandgap

semiconductors, but also in gapless materials possessing exotic band structures like topolog-

ical semimetals, where impact ionization plays a relevant role already at very low incident

THz fields.
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